
Tiverton & Cullompton Deanery Plan Consultation

Some background....
- The Diocese have asked the Tiverton & Cullompton Deanery to put together a Deanery 
Plan to present in Autumn 2020.
- This is likely to be the principle focus of our Deanery Synod meetings over the next 12 
months.
- The aim of the Deanery Plan is:
- To help us consider how we function as a Deanery, and whether there are any structural
changes that could help us to function better as we look to support each other (this includes
influencing what we do in synod and how much we try to co-ordinate outside synod to
complement each other's mission & ministry)
- To help the Diocese plan
- Inform decisions around our Deanery allocation of stipendiary clergy posts (9 full time
equivalent posts by 2022 from approx. 10 full time equivalent (fte) posts)
The questionnaire that was circulated to all PCCs in the deanery will help provide 
information and ideas that will be useful as we create a plan.

Key responses from Tiverton and Cullompton Deanery

The parishes that make up the Tiverton and Cullompton deanery can play a vital role in 
turning a vision into a reality. The deanery is one avenue in which parishioners can support 
and encourage each other beyond their immediate internal concerns. 

Key aims of a Deanery Plan are to help us consider how we function as a deanery, and 
explore ways that we could function better as we look to support each other, by influencing 
what we do within synod, and how we co-ordinate outside synod, to complement each 
other’s mission and ministry. It is vital that all voices are heard and valued, from the largest 
town to the smallest village, to offer the diocese significant insights for any future 
development. 

The parishes within the Tiverton and Cullompton deanery have worked hard to respond to 
the recently circulated questionnaire, and, in the process, have offered some rich material, 
with evidence of many positive and inspiring projects already being carried out within the 
mission communities.  The views and suggestions offered by each of the parishes are 
invaluable in helping to form a cohesive joint plan of action.   The responses from each of 
the parishes have been discussed by the deanery synod standing committee and from these 
responses, some key themes have emerged, which are likely to form the basis of more 
discussion at the next Tiverton and Cullompton Deanery Synod meeting at St Paul’s 
Church, Tiverton on March 12th at 7pm for 7.30pm start.

1. Does the Deanery configuration makes sense for your parish? 

All parishes agreed that the Deanery configuration made sense for their parish 

2. Does the Mission Community configuration make sense for your parish?

Most parishes found the configuration of their mission community to be appropriate.



One or two parishes described the informal links they have with other parishes. However, 
one of these parishes is currently dependent on interim clergy. Guarantees for continued 
funding are vital to sustain and offer security to the parishes. 

3. Ways in which the Deanery could work together?

Communication and sharing resources: Several parishes suggested that being part of a 
mission community allowed for good communication between each of the parishes. 
Therefore, it may be more advantageous for the Deanery to communicate between mission 
communities than between each individual parish.   However, there was a strong feeling 
that there needs to be a collaborative approach to providing resources across the Deanery. 
Topics that are common to all mission communities could be explored and dealt with, or 
signposted by the deanery.

3a) Encouragement and support for youth or children’s ministry?
Many parishes already provide excellent services, with youth groups, activities within 
schools, praise parties, toddler groups, messy church, and holiday clubs. 

A model for mission communities: It was suggested that some mission communities have a 
successful model for some of these services which could be communicated with other 
parishes across the Deanery. 
A shared youth worker: Some parishes suggested that a youth and children’s worker could 
work a certain number of hours, and could also work with different mission communities, 
depending on their need, with pooled financial resources. The idea of working in 
partnership with other mission communities in providing community-focused services was 
proposed by several parishes.

3b) Encouragement of mission/ evangelism (especially in a way that a single parish 
would find difficult on their own)?

There are already some exciting projects, and also some are being jointly carried out 
between parishes, such as Study Groups, Mission Shed, Thy Kingdom Come, Outreach 
Events. 
Training to run courses: More training to set up and run these courses across the mission 
communities, coordinated by the deanery, would be welcomed by the parishes. This would 
avoid duplicating the work.

Exchanging experiences: It was proposed that exchanging experiences between urban and 
rural parishes would prove valuable for both the clergy and the laity. Some smaller parishes 
are struggling to survive, with only just enough funds to pay their parish fees, and therefore 
support, guidance from larger parishes, with pooled resources, would be of great benefit.

3c) Support for people discerning their vocational calling?

Collaborative courses: Hosting deanery vocational mornings could be offered within the 
deanery. Courses which were proposed that could be shared between mission communities 



included Alpha Courses, marriage enrichment and marriage preparation, safeguarding 
training.  Also, it was suggested that training courses for lay people to run these courses 
would be welcomed.
Identifying the strengths: The deanery could provide support by suggesting which parishes 
have strengths in which areas, and also explore what has worked well in some areas. Some 
parishes commented that the needs of the rural ministry differ from those of the urban 
ministry.

3d) Hosting discipleship courses?

Many lay people in parishes within their mission communities have attended the Wings for 
Worship Course which has guided lay leaders who take church services in the absence of, 
and with the support and guidance from their Rector.   Some parishes proposed that the 
existing lay leadership teams could pass on their experiences to other mission communities, 
as well as their model of lay leaders and clergy partnerships, which are currently working 
well. 
More lay leadership training is requested by some parishes.  Several parishes have bible 
study groups locally. A deanery-based Lent study group was advocated. It was also proposed
that mission communities could collaborate with their action plans, and build on ideas and 
so stimulate more discussion across the deanery.

3e) Support and encouragement for congregations to pray?

Certain parishes suggested that they could contribute their experiences of prayer rooms and
prayer events. Many churches remain unlocked throughout the day and night so that 
parishioners can come at any time for quiet reflection. Prayer boards, prayer trees, Taize, 
prayer space in the church and prayer meetings are either currently being held, or are 
proposed by the parishes, with a suggestion of a deanery seminar on the different styles of 
prayer.  A central church could be a ‘Thy Kingdom Come’ Hub?

3f) Ways the Deanery can encourage opportunities for spiritual and/or numerical 
growth in the parishes? 

Issues affecting many rural parishes include an ageing population, lack of public transport, 
fewer facilities, and increased dependence on retired clergy. 
Some parishes suggested that they could benefit from discussing links and success stories 
between them through the deanery meetings.
There was a strong feeling among rural parishes that the proportion of attendees at their 
services per population was better than the proportions of congregations in many larger 
towns.  
Most parishes felt a need to stay close together, to be able to support a full-time rector. 
Many were deeply concerned about the potential negative impact of reducing clergy 
numbers or hours any further than that has already happened.
It was suggested that with the success of lay leadership teams, it would help if readers or lay
readers could be trained to provide Holy Communion by Extension.  This could be managed 
if services were suitably arranged.



4. Any changes within the parishes in the next 5 years that you believe would be useful to 
take into account when suggesting how our stipendiary clergy could be deployed?

Some parishes are expecting extensive increases in housing over the next few years, with 
the added prospect of new schools. Some farms are being converted into accommodation 
for young people, and rented accommodation and therefore the parishes can envisage 
changes in need within their village community.
 The current dependence on retired clergy and lay leaders, along with the current older age
profile and health problems of many of those involved in church matters, such as Church 
Wardens, PCC members, those taking on the roles of flowers, church cleaning, churchyard 
maintenance are issues that pose a significant risk by leaving a huge gap in services over the 
next few years. 

Those who are planning the deployment of stipendiary clergy must consider these risks if 
they hope to retain the support and trust of their parishes. 


